Symmetries in BF and HAADF STEM image calculations.
Reductions in bright-field (BF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) STEM image calculations with the aid of Bloch wave symmetry are discussed under assumptions that an absorption potential is written by a local potential and a zero-order Laue zone lies parallel to the crystal surface. Translational symmetry allows us to take only partial incident beams in the first Brillouin zone instead of enormous number of partial incident beams in a large convergent disk. Two dimensional point group confines partial incident beams to an irreducible area in addition to factoring a dispersion matrix into noninteracting submatrices on a high symmetry line using the projection operator. The drastic reductions in computing time and memory enable us to readily calculate various BF STEM and HAADF STEM images. The validity and accuracy are demonstrated in comparisons with high resolution experimental BF STEM and HAADF STEM images.